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It seems that I am out of
opening stories this time, so
let’s get right to customer
questions from this past
week. First up is the category
of “Why did my tree die?”
Sometimes there is not a clear
reason. The most common
reasons are letting the root ball
get dry (not watering enough
while planting and during the
first few months), and planting
too deep and the root system
dies from lack of oxygen.
I cannot stress enough, do
not plant the tree too deep.
The proper planting depth is
level with the existing soil or
in cases where you know you
have poor drainage planting
the root ball a couple of inches
above the soil grade. Planting
the root ball high gives the
top of the root ball a chance
to drain excess water and
keep oxygen flowing to the
root system. The best gauge
to know if you are planting at
the right depth is to look for
the root flare at the base of the
trunk. The root flare needs to
be at or above the surrounding
soil grade. When you plant the
root ball high it is critical that

you cover that root ball with
wood bark mulch but keep the
mulch off the trunk of the tree.
If you planted in the middle of
your lawn remember that the
tree needs gallons more water
than the grass.

Our next category of tree
issues, “Should I fertilize my
tree now?” As I mentioned last
time, my training leans to the
practice of not fertilizing trees
in the summer. Early spring
or late fall are better options.
Summer tree fertilizing
stimulates new branch growth
that will generally not be
mature enough to withstand
the September killing frost that
we usually get. If frost kills
that new growth you end up
doing more harm than good.
Keep in mind that promoting
lush green growth can also
attract aphids.

Raspberry leaf curl is
another topic this week.
I love raspberries and have an
out of control patch atmy house
but I didn’t realize how many
problems they can have. Here
is a link to a detailed discussion
of raspberry problems from the
University of Illinois Extension.
https://ipm.illinois.edu/diseases/
rpds/710.pdf This discussion
mentions an outdated link for

aphid control but the current
link is https://ag.purdue.
edu /h l a /Hor t /Documen t s /
ID-465.pdf that takes you to a
180 page tome called Midwest
Fruit Pest Management Guide
2018. Looks like a great
reference for bedtime reading.
In a nutshell, unless you know
that your raspberries have
herbicide damage, the leaf curl
problem is most likely caused
by a virus spread by aphids
that you may or may not see.
If your patch begins to decline
you should probably start a
new one. It is best to start with
clean stock you buy from a
nursery as you can be sharing
the disease problem from your
neighbor. Good fall cleanup in
your patch will help prevent
overwintering problems. We
still have potted raspberries
available.

Folks have also been asking
about pruning clematis and
how to know when to prune.
My best advice is to keep the
tag for reference as it should
tell you which pruning group
for your vine. But if you are
like me the tags are long gone
and I have forgotten which
vine is which. Clematis vines
are grouped by when they
bloom. Group 1 clematis
blooms on old wood. You will
notice green buds on the old
wood in the spring so you only
need to prune where there is
no green in the stems or give
a light clean up after it is done
blooming. Group 3 clematis
blooms on new wood. This
type generally dies back to the
ground each year so in March
you prune all stems back to
a strong set of buds about
12 inches from the ground.

Group 2 clematis blooms on
old and new wood and usually
means you get two bloom
cycles. In early spring prune
lightly only to remove dead
bits and after it flowers you
can cut back as much as 1/3 of
the vine. It becomes apparent
that you may have to watch
your vine for a year to see what
is going on to know what kind
you have. Wayside Gardens
has an illustrated info sheet
on clematis pruning at https://
www.ways idegardens. com/
clematis-pruning-guide/a/
wgc-clematis-pruning-guide/.
If you know what kind of
clematis you have a quick
Google search will lead you
to the pruning group. Newly
planted clematis of any kind
will benefit from a hard
pruning for the first couple
of years to encourage root
development.

A customer brought in a
baggie with white pine weevil
from the top of a spruce tree.
This is an insect that winters
over in the duff under the tree
and climbs to the topof the tree
in the spring to lay eggs in the
soft bark of the top branches.
Those eggs hatch into larvae
that eat the cambium layer of
bark causing the tip to die.
By the time you see the dead
tip the damage is done. If you
can still reach the top of the
tree you want to cut out the
top until you see clean green
tissue with no white larvae.
Package that up and put it in
the trash. To be proactive with
your spruce you should start
a program of raking up the
duff under the tree in the early
spring to disturb overwintering
adults. You can also develop a

programof systemic insecticide
soil drench each year along
with spraying the top 3-5’ of
the tree with a topical systemic
insecticide. If your spruce tree
has lost its top it will try to
grow a new top. You can let
nature take its course or you
can help it along by choosing
the most logical remaining top
branch and train it up as the
leader and lightly prune back
the rest of the near branches.
Here is a good discussion from
Michigan State Extension:
http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/
timing_is_critical_for_white_
pine_weevil_control.

It is time to cut back and
divide your German iris. If
your iris haven’t bloomed as
well as you would like they
are probably feeling crowded
and need to be thinned. Start
by cutting off the leaves to
3-4” above the root then gently
lift the root clump out with
your shovel. Break the root
clump into fans with a clump
of leaves and firm, clean tissue
with a bit of root and discard
the rest. Remember not to
plant iris too deep and they are
good for sunny, dry-ish sites.

Stop by the nursery to see
several interesting show-and-tell
items folks have brought in. You
can also pick up a copy of the
printouts from the websites I
have mentioned.


